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INTRODUCTION
Business is not just about numbers, it’s also about people. Studies consistently show that engaged
employees are more efficient, have lower turnover, and generate higher levels of customer satisfaction — which leads directly to greater growth in sales and profits. This is why the NACS/Coca-Cola
Retailing Research Council chose to study employee engagement in a three-phase project called “Power
Up Your People.”
This report is the final phase of that project. It explores the status of employee engagement in
convenience retail based on a survey of 20,000 c-store employees and managers across 11 different
banners conducted by the Service Management Group.* Its purpose was to identify:
•

How employee engagement and business outcomes are related in the convenience industry.

•

Which factors are most important in influencing employee engagement.

•

Where the opportunities for improvement are.

This research confirms that improving employee engagement in convenience retail can make a
significant difference in business performance, and that there are very real opportunities for
c-stores to capture performance gains by improving employee engagement.
Council members who have worked on employee engagement found that their own organizations
experienced the greatest gains and long-term success when everyone in the company, from the top down,
understood the value of increased engagement and behaved to support it. Together, the three
resources developed for this project give convenience retailers the foundation they need to build
that understanding, and the guidance they need to get started.

Three Power Up Your People
resources from NACS/CCRRC
How Employee Engagement Works.
This series of short presentations uses
the academic evidence to explain
what employee engagement is, how
it impacts business performance, and
which organizational building blocks
are required to create and sustain it.
Powering Up Employee
Engagement: A Flash of Light.
In a series of short videos, C-store
supervisors and managers tell firsthand stories of what happened when
they applied employee engagement
principles in their own stores.
People Power for C-stores:
Using Employee Engagement
to Build Business Results.
This research report focuses on where
the industry’s biggest opportunities
are for improving performance.

* Participants were invited to take part in a voluntary, web-based survey in which they were asked to respond to 33 questions.
No incentives were provided, and all responses would remain confidential.
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BUSINESS BENEFITS
PEOPLE POWER: HOW MUCH IS IT WORTH?
Studies involving thousands of companies, diverse job levels, and millions of employees consistently show
that there’s a strong relationship between employee engagement and better business results.

What does the academic
research say about the
business benefits?

Now we can say with certainty that this is true for the convenience industry, too.

This research clearly documents that higher staff engagement at c-stores leads
to better business outcomes.
BETTER CUSTOMER

ASSOCIATES

SERVICE AND

WHO ACTIVELY

FASTER

LOWER

INCREASED

PROMOTE THE

SPEED OF

EMPLOYEE

CUSTOMER

BUSINESS TO

SERVICE

TURNOVER

LOYALTY

FRIENDS & FAMILY
(PAGE 6)

(PAGE 7)

(PAGE 5)

Even the best performers have plenty of room to capture gains.
Some convenience retailers have higher average engagement scores than others — but the store-to-store
variation within banners shows that even strong performers have plenty of room to capture gains (PAGE 9).

PROFITABILITY
High engagement firms were 22%
more profitable than low engagement
firms in one study and 10% more
profitable in another.
TURNOVER
High engagement firms have lower
turnover rates. 25% less in one study
and 10% in another.
SHRINKAGE
Typical results show a 28% difference
in shrinkage levels between engaged
and non-engaged employees.

From How Employee Engagement
Works, by Blake Frank, PhD, 
for the NACS/CCRRC
Power Up Your People project.
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BUSINESS BENEFITS

SPREAD THE WORD: MORE SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
AND BETTER BRAND AMBASSADORS
Customer satisfaction and loyalty goes up when employees are engaged — and the biggest gain is on the
important dimension of “likelihood to recommend this store to a friend or neighbor.” On the other side of
the counter, highly engaged employees are far more actively involved than less engaged employees in
promoting their stores to friends and family.

EMPLOYEES AS BRAND AMBASSADORS
Would you recommend shopping/dining at
this store to friends and family?
% who strongly agree

100

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION AND LOYALTY
Top 20% of stores on employee engagement compared to bottom 20%

94%
80

60

54%
40

OVERALL
CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION

CUSTOMER
LIKELY
TO RETURN

CUSTOMER
LIKELY TO
RECOMMEND

+9.0%

+6.8%

+13.3%

20

0

12%
DISENGAGED

Stores in the top 20% of employee engagement scored significantly higher
across all three dimensions of customer service than those in the bottom 20%.

MODERATELY
ENGAGED

HIGHLY
ENGAGED

Greater employee engagement creates
better brand ambassadors.
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BUSINESS BENEFITS

GET READY TO ZOOM: HIGHER ENGAGEMENT
DRIVES FASTER SERVICE.
One reason higher employee engagement produces better in-store experience is its impact on “speed
of service.” Stores with more highly engaged employees score higher on fast service — and higher than
retailers who compete with c-stores for the same labor market, such as QSRs.

Highly engaged stores are top performers on speed of service

STAFF ENGAGEMENT AND
SPEED OF SERVICE
% of customers highly satisfied with
speed of service

100

90

80

70

66%
SMG
AVERAGE
FOR QSRS
AND
COMPETING
RETAIL
FORMATS

68%
60

58%

61%

50

40
BOTTOM
THIRD

50%

MIDDLE
THIRD

TOP
THIRD

67%

79%

Average Staff Engagement Score
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BUSINESS BENEFITS

BOTTOM LINE: LESS TURNOVER AND MORE PROFIT
Higher levels of employee engagement are related to both higher profit and lower turnover. The impact
shows up clearly when we compare the engagement scores from one of the participating banners with the
2015 industry average from the NACS State of the Industry Survey.

Engagement and operational profitability

FIRM X

2015 INDUSTRY
AVERAGE

DIFFERENCE

OVERALL ENGAGEMENT SCORE

59%

51%

8%

OVERALL JOB SATISFACTION

52%

41%

11%

TEAMWORK

52%

40%

12%

WORK CULTURE

57%

47%

10%

GROWTH

55%

46%

9%

SERVICE CULTURE

63%

56%

7%

SUPPORT

61%

52%

9%

INSIDE GROSS PROFIT DOLLARS PER LABOR HOUR

$31.02

$29.83

+ 4%

ANNUAL HOURLY TURNOVER

80.5%

87.9%

(7.4%)

Banner X generates
4% higher inside gross
profit per labor hour which
translates to $24,000 more
gross profit dollars per year
at their typical store.

Replacing an hourly
employee can cost
16% of annual wages.
That’s a cost of $3,328
each time a $10-per-hour
employee leaves.
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BUSINESS BENEFITS

SOME BANNERS PERFORM BETTER THAN OTHERS ON
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT . . .
Overall engagement scores ranged from a high of 64% to a low of 36% among the 11 banners studied.
Averaging the scores of all individual respondents results in a study average of 51%.

OVERALL ENGAGEMENT SCORES BY BANNER
% represents the overall engagement score for that banner
80

51%
60

40

64%

64%

61%

STUDY
AVERAGE
(INDIVIDUALS)

59%

59%

54%

53%

50%

47%

43%
36%

20

0
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BUSINESS BENEFITS

. . . BUT STORE-TO-STORE VARIATION SHOWS EVEN
STRONG PERFORMERS CAN CAPTURE GAINS.
Even among convenience retailers with high banner averages, some stores perform far better than others
on engagement. The chart below shows that every company has “headroom” for improvement and the opportunity to capture business benefits from employee engagement efforts.

STORE-TO-STORE VARIATION WITHIN BANNERS*
Percentages refer to store engagement scores

97%

1 00

87%

97%

100%
96%

80

87%
80%

81%

83%

86%

The green lines represent
the banner’s highest scoring store
(which don’t need improvement)
and the red lines the lowest
(these may be beyond help).
The opportunity zone is found
in the green boxes. They show the
wide range of engagement scores
for 95% of the banner’s stores.

92%
86%

68%

60

36%

40

40%

36%

32%
25%

20

93%

FINDING THE
OPPORTUNITY ZONE

16%

25%

11%
0
*Only stores with 15 or more respondents are included.

25%

10%
5%

20%

32%

39%

38%
29%
Left to right, the banners
are arrayed from the
highest degree of
variation to the lowest.
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ENGAGEMENT DRIVERS
Many factors combine to increase employee engagement. All of
them make a difference, but some have more impact than others in
convenience retailing. When we asked employees what mattered
most to them, four things stood out:

COMPANY
CONCERN
FOR THEIR
WELL BEING

OPPORTUNITIES
TO USE
PERSONAL
STRENGTHS

CLEAR
EXPECTATIONS

ENCOURAGEMENT
TO FIND
BETTER
WAYS TO WORK
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ENGAGEMENT DRIVERS

WHAT MATTERS MOST TO EMPLOYEES?

If a retailer can concentrate
on only a few areas, this
is where they will get the
greatest returns.

KEY ENGAGEMENT DRIVERS

12%

BANNER CARES ABOUT MY WELL-BEING

11%

I HAVE CONSISTENT OPPORTUNITIES TO USE MY STRENGTHS
I KNOW WHAT IS EXPECTED OF ME

10%

ENCOURAGED TO FIND BETTER WAYS TO WORK

10%

I HAVE OPPORTUNITIES TO LEARN AND DEVELOP

9%

I FEEL SAFE WORKING AT THIS LOCATION

9%
8%

EQUIPMENT HELPS ME DO A GREAT JOB
RECOGNITION FOR WORK

7%

WORK WELL AS A TEAM

7%

I GET THE INFORMATION I NEED TO PERFORM WELL

6%

I AM SATISFIED WITH SCHEDULING NOTICE

6%
5%

MANAGERS TIMELY FEEDBACK HELPS ME IMPROVE

0

2

4

6

8

10

12
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ENGAGEMENT DRIVERS

FEELING SAFE IS CRUCIAL.
Not feeling safe hinders employee engagement. When asked if they felt safe working at this location, the
average engagement score for those who answered “strongly agree” was 69% — all others — even those
who answered simply “agree” as opposed to “strongly agree” — scored in the 20s or below. Key related
driver: the banner cares bout my well-being.

ENGAGEMENT SCORES AND PERCEPTIONS OF SAFETY
80
70
60

69%

ENGAGEMENT SCORES

50
40
30
20

26%

10

21%

20%

19%

0
STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE STRONGLY
OR DISAGREE
DISAGREE

Making sure employees feel safe on
the job is a prerequisite for building
stronger employee engagement in
convenience retailing.

DO YOU FEEL SAFE WORKING AT THIS LOCATION?
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ENGAGEMENT DRIVERS

FULL-TIME ASSOCIATES ARE MORE ENGAGED THAN
THEIR PART-TIME PEERS.
Associates who are employed full-time have higher levels of engagement across the board than their
part-time counterparts. Related drivers: cares about my well-being, opportunities to use strengths.
ENGAGEMENT BY POSITION – PART-TIME AND FULL-TIME
% top box (respondents answered “strongly agree” or “highly satisfied”)

80
70

70%

60

64%

50
40

56%

55%

49%

47%
41%

30

53%

53%
46%

44%
39 %

20
10
0
OVERALL
ENGAGEMENT
PART-TIME

OVERALL
SATISFACTION

INTENT TO
REMAIN
SIX MONTHS

RECOMMEND
TO WORK

PERSONALLY
COMMITTED
TO HELP
SUCCEED

ENERGIZED
WHEN DOING
MY JOB

Some convenience retailers are
increasing the number of full-time
employees in the workforce to
improve employee engagement.

FULL-TIME
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ENGAGEMENT DRIVERS

ENGAGEMENT INCREASES WITH RESPONSIBILITY.
Managers showed higher rates of engagement than non-managers, except at one banner surveyed.
Related drivers: opportunities to use strengths, encouraged to find better ways to work.

Darrell Meek, Operations Manager,
J.D. Street & Co., from the first-person
videos developed by the Glen Douglas
Group for the NACS/CCRRC Power Up
Your People project:

ENGAGEMENT BY POSITION – MANAGERS AND NON-MANAGERS
% top box (respondents answered “strongly agree” or “highly satisfied”)

80

79%

70
60

63%
49%

40

74%
60%

50

49%

More responsibility increases
non-manager engagement, too.

61%
56%
49%

41%

53 %
40%

30
20
10

You would think that by empowering
your employees, and giving them more
ability to make decisions, the end result
would be that they would run over you,
and do less work, play more, goof off,
or just not do what they’re supposed to.
But in reality, you get the exact opposite
effect. You get employees who become
engaged, and take ownership in their job,
and become part of the company, instead
of just the person behind the counter.

0
OVERALL
ENGAGEMENT
MANAGER

OVERALL
SATISFACTION

INTENT TO
REMAIN
SIX MONTHS

RECOMMEND
TO WORK

PERSONALLY
COMMITTED
TO HELP
SUCCEED

ENERGIZED
WHEN DOING
MY JOB

NON-MANAGER
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VOICES FROM THE FIELD
Employees were asked to comment on what they
found most satisfying in their workplaces and what
they felt could be improved. Here’s what they said.

PEOPLE POWER for C-STORES
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VOICES FROM THE FIELD

THE BEST PART OF THE JOB IS CUSTOMER INTERACTION.
Convenience retail employees get strong positive feelings from dealing with customers. While there
are some expected differences between manager and non-manager responses, it’s clear that customer
interaction is what really “lights up” both groups. The energy they draw from dealing with customers comes
through loud and clear in their comments.

IN THEIR OWN WORDS

WHAT’S THE ONE THING YOU LIKE BEST ABOUT WORKING FOR YOUR COMPANY?
% of comments (more than one response allowed)

50

40

39%

41%

I love to work with the guests.
Interacting with them puts a
smile on my face. With it so busy
most of the time, we see many
people everyday.

30

20

20%
16%

10

16%
11%

11%

14%
5%

0
CUSTOMERS

MANAGER

COWORKERS MANAGEMENT

EVERYONE
IS FRIENDLY

9%

8% 8%

9%

10%
6%

FLEXIBLE
POSITIVE
WE ARE LIKE
SCHEDULING ENVIRONMENT
FAMILY

4%
BENEFITS

Fun to get to meet so many
different types of people.

NON-MANAGER
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CONCERNS ABOUT MANAGEMENT, PAY, AND
RESOURCING/SCHEDULING SURFACE WHEN
ASKED WHAT NEEDS IMPROVEMENT.
These responses shed light on what employees feel is limiting their ability to do a good job. Issues related
to management, pay levels, and scheduling are the most commonly mentioned.

WHAT ONE THING COULD THE COMPANY IMPROVE?
% of comments – managers and non-managers combined*

14%

PAY

12%

SCHEDULE

9%

TRAINING
COMMUNICATION

7%

BENEFITS

7%

EQUIPMENT

6%

TEAMWORK

6%

FAIRNESS

5%

OFFER DISCOUNTS

5%
0

*Percents do not add to 100

There are occasions where
more staffing is needed to
accomplish the tasks for
the day, but these are only
during busy times.

I wish that managers
could reward the
employees who they see
doing a lot of the work
all of the time.

15%

MANAGEMENT

IN THEIR OWN WORDS

VOICES FROM THE FIELD

5

10

15

20

I simply cannot make a living
being compensated so poorly
for my efforts. I work 40 hours
per week and these are long,
hard hours and I bring home
less than $275 per week.
In this area I cannot even pay
my rent with that.
PEOPLE POWER for C-STORES
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VOICES FROM THE FIELD

NON-MANAGERS WANT BETTER COMMUNICATION
FROM MANAGEMENT.
For non-managers, the top candidate for improvement was “management” — and within that category,
concerns focused on opportunities to improve communications and teamwork.

WHAT ONE THING COULD THE COMPANY IMPROVE? (NON-MANAGERS)
% of comments*

14%

MANAGEMENT

MANGEMENT SUB-THEMES (NON-MANAGERS)
% of comments

12%

PAY

EQUIPMENT

6%

TRAINING

TEAMWORK

6%

FAIRNESS

BENEFITS

6%

FAIRNESS

5%

OFFER DISCOUNTS

5%
0

*Percents do not add to 100

5

15%

SCHEDULE

7%

COMMUNICATION

18%

TEAMWORK

8%

TRAINING

19%

COMMUNICATION

11%

SCHEDULE

12%
11%
0

10

15

5

10

15

20

20
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VOICES FROM THE FIELD

MORE (AND BETTER) STORE MEETINGS ARE NEEDED— NON-MANAGERS
Non-manager concerns focus on making sure everyone gets the information they need.

Schedule more
store meetings
with all managers
and employees.

Regular store meetings to help
keep everyone ‘on the same page’
so to speak. Manager meetings that
include both assistant managers
so we can help our manager with any
new changes that will be coming to
the store as well as support her
with ongoing changes.

Better communication in the stores.
Maintenance tells us one thing that
managers had no idea about. In another
situation managers were becoming
frustrated with employees for doing
something according to an old policy
because they were not told that the
policy had changed. Store meetings
are held when the majority of part-time
employees are unavailable.

Have store managers
provide one-on-one meetings
with their employees every
six months to ensure that
everything is on track with
the employee’s goal, whether
it be in regards to moving up
or even just scheduling.
PEOPLE POWER for C-STORES
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VOICES FROM THE FIELD

MANAGERS WANT IMPROVEMENTS
IN PAY AND SCHEDULING.
For managers, the top candidate for improvement was pay — their own and their employees.

WHAT ONE THING COULD THE COMPANY IMPROVE? (MANAGERS)
% of comments*

PAY

15%

SCHEDULE

15%

EQUIPMENT

6%

TEAMWORK

6%

13%

BENEFITS

7%

COMMUNICATION

17%

WANT A RAISE

9%

BENEFITS

19%

SCHEDULE

11%

TRAINING

10%

MORE LABOR HOURS
0

5

10

15

20

5%

OFFER DISCOUNTS
0

*Percents do not add to 100

PAY SUB-THEMES (MANAGER)
% of comments

5

10

15

20
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VOICES FROM THE FIELD

SOME MANAGERS ARGUE FOR HIGHER PAY AND
GREATER FLEXIBILITY ON BEHALF OF THEIR EMPLOYEES.

The demands are very high in
this competitive business. We are
never given the needed payroll hours
in order to do the job that is expected
of us. We cannot clean, cook, stock
and run the store while giving the
customers the time and attention
that the company expects.

Try to encourage more
opportunity for raises for those
that continue to work hard.
It shows that they are
appreciated.
Raise the starting wage
so we can hire better
people. Have monthly
meeting to keep track of
our progress.
Annual raises.
Take into account the
cost of living and what
the employees are
paid per hour.

Pay the employees more.
It is hard to find good honest
working people, I can’t pay them
enough and they go to another
job because the pay is better.

PEOPLE POWER for C-STORES
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HOW RETAILERS
CAN USE THE REPORT
The key findings in this study confirm that improving
employee engagement can power up your c-store
business.
INCREASED EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

THERE ARE SPECIFIC ACTIONS

IMPROVES BUSINESS RESULTS IN

THAT MANAGERS CAN TAKE

CONVENIENCE RETAIL.

TO IMPACT ENGAGEMENT.

Retailers who want to take advantage of this opportunity
should make use of all three parts of the Power Up Your
People project. Here are some ways to get started.

PEOPLE POWER for C-STORES
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HOW RETAILERS CAN USE THIS REPORT

EDUCATE THE TEAM
The best results are achieved when everyone from the top down understands
the value of employee engagement to the company and supports efforts
to improve it, according to Council members who have worked to improve
employee engagement in their organizations. The materials from this project
can help you accomplish this.
1. Review the step-by-step explanation of what employee engagement is,
how it impacts business results, and what’s required to create it in How
Employee Engagement Works, by Blake Frank, Ph.D. These five brief
presentations provide a clear understanding of the building blocks of
employee engagement.
2. Review the firsthand video testimony of convenience store supervisors
and regional managers to find out what they did to increase engagement
and what they learned in the process. The compelling stories in Powering
Up Employee Engagement: A Flash of Light contain a lot of practical
suggestions.
3. Review the findings of this study, People Power for C-stores, to get a more
detailed feel for the employee engagement issues and opportunities in
convenience retail.
This will position you to decide how much time, money, and effort you’re ready
to invest in employee engagement.

PEOPLE POWER for C-STORES
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HOW RETAILERS CAN USE THIS REPORT

START AT THE TOP
You may want to implement some of the actions identified in this report
without doing survey work.
This research found that the number one driver of employee engagement in
convenience retail is that “management cares about my well-being” — and the
number one impediment to engagement was not feeling safe at work.
•

Where necessary, make changes to ensure that employees feel as safe as
possible in the workplace by increasing lighting levels and making it easier
to see both into and out of the store.

•

Improve communication with the store team.

•

Give employees more responsibility, so they have opportunities to use
their strengths.

•

Recognize individual performance

•

Consider hiring more full-time employees

PEOPLE POWER for C-STORES
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HOW RETAILERS CAN USE THIS REPORT

BUILD A FOUNDATION FOR
SUSTAINED SUCCESS
You may want to put the four building blocks that support high employee
engagement in place in your organization. These are summarized below and
explained in detail in the How Employee Engagement Works presentations.

HIRE

•

Hire people with the personality characteristics that predispose them to
become engaged (stability, openness, optimism, and extroversion).

•

Build a culture that encourages and supports employee engagement
through leadership that provides vision, sets clear expectations, and fairly
recognizes performance.

•

Provide the resources employees need to fulfill their responsibilities —
the equipment, tools and information necessary to do the job successfully.

•

Review job demands to ensure they are clear and realistic, and that they
offer challenges and ways to make meaningful contributions.

BUILD CULTURE
PROVIDE RESOURCES

REVIEW JOB DEMANDS

PEOPLE POWER for C-STORES
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HOW RETAILERS CAN USE THIS REPORT

SURVEY YOUR EMPLOYEES
If you want to to learn where your own associates stand on employee
engagement before moving forward, you can conduct the survey yourself or
take advantage of an opportunity to do your survey through NACS and SMG
during the coming year.
•

To self-survey, there are a wide variety of tools you can use. This is a simple
way for managers to get a quick read on employee engagement, however
its value is limited by a couple of factors: If the surveys aren’t administered
consistently, they won’t be comparable, and employees may not provide
accurate feedback because they’re not certain that their responses will
remain anonymous.

•

To conduct a survey like the one used for this study, SMG is working
with NACS to provide four opportunities over the next year for NACS
members to sign up in advance and have their employees professionally
surveyed. This option will provide quality results, but it does require a
commitment by each company to explain and administer the survey, and
there will be a fee. To learn more about this opportunity, contact Dae Kim,
NACS Senior VP Research at dkim@nacsonline.com

PEOPLE POWER for C-STORES
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MORE NACS/CCRRC RESOURCES ON EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT AT CCRRC.ORG
POWERING UP EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT: A FLASH OF LIGHT

HOW EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT WORKS

This six-part video series, developed by the Glen Douglas Group, uses real
people, real stores and real results to show you what success looks like. Hear
a cross-section of convenience store district and regional managers tell what
happened when they applied employee engagement principles in their stores.
These managers made changes that had a positive impact on their businesses.

Blake Frank, PhD, of the Gupta College of Business, University of Dallas,
explains what the research-based evidence says about how employee
engagement can aid in business growth in five short presentations that cover
what employee engagement is, how it impacts business performance, the
organizational building blocks required to create it, and how to get started.

1. The Effect of Employee Engagement

1. What is Employee Engagement

2. Perception is Reality

2. How Employee Engagement Works

3. People Want to Be Known

3. Building Blocks: Hiring and Corporate Culture

4. Even Small Accomplishments Deserve Recognition

4. Building Blocks: Job Resources and Demands

5. It’s a Partnership

5. Getting Started: Building Employee Engagement

6. What’s Your ROI?
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THE NACS/COCA-COLA RETAILING RESEARCH COUNCIL
Hal Adams, CST Brands, Inc.

WHO WE ARE

Hank Armour, NACS

The NACS/Coca-Cola Retailing Research Council (www.ccrrc.org) is composed
of convenience industry leaders from around the world. It conducts studies on
issues that help retailers respond to the changing marketplace. The unique
value of these studies rests with the fact that retailers define the objective and
scope of each project and “own” the process through the release of the study
and its dissemination to the broader retail community.

Chris Gheysens, Wawa, Inc.
Varish Goyal, Vintners Distributors, Inc.
Deborah Gullaher, Suncor Energy, Inc.
Terry Handley, Casey’s General Stores, Inc.
Kevin Hess, Kwik Shop, Inc.
Dae Kim, NACS
Tom Lefevers, Speedway LLC
Steve Loehr, Kwik Trip, Inc.

OUR MISSION
To identify big issues facing convenience retailers, do research that uncovers
ways to deal with them, and then to encourage retailers to use these new ideas
to improve their business.

Crystal Maggelet, Maverik, Inc. / FJ Management, Inc.
Billy Milam, Racetrac
Chuck O’Dell, QuikTrip Corporation
Quinn Ricker, Ricker’s/Ricker Oil Company, Inc.
Debbie Robinson, SPAR
Joe Sheetz, Sheetz, Inc.
Peter Tedeshi, Tedeshi Food Shops
Matt Thornton, Thorntons, Inc.
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